SERVICE BULLETIN no. 3/05/2007

“Propack”-type of Wing Canopies Packing

1. **APPLIES TO:** the packing of the Witty reserve canopies (Witty, Witty plus, WP110, 130, 150, 175, 210 and 260) and the 9-cell main canopies using the “Propack” type of packing (“over the shoulder”).

2. **REASON:** Information for users.
   Only the “sidepack” (on side on the floor) types of packing are described in Technical Descriptions – Instructions for Packing and Use up to now.

3. **MEASURES:** The “Propack” (“over the shoulder”) type of packing is permitted for the above mentioned reserve and main canopies (9-cells). This type of packing increases the packing possibilities and at the same time the safety during the consequent parachute use. After the canopy is stored in the deployment bag, continue in accordance with the Technical Description – Instructions for Packing and Use. **Only packers with relevant authorization may perform the packing.**

4. **VALIDITY:** Upon the Bulletin issue.

5. **DATE OF ISSUE:** In Jevíčko, on 29 May 2007
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